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This traps Hamlet in a dilemma. Feelings and emotions were key to illustrating humanism and in turn became
the heart of modern literature. New York: Chelsea House,  Philosophical inquiry gives Hamlet no answers,
and he becomes driven by a rash and impulsive bloodlust for revenge. Consequently, the conventional plot
elements of the tragedy are not only played out as simple actions on stage: they are twisted and elevated to
moral conflicts and opposing philosophical and theological ideas that can be related to the rise of renaissance
humanism. Knowles, Ronald. The tragedy skilfully plays with the fact that doubt in everything that surrounds
you borders on madness. McClinton, Brian. This deceptive nature of appearances is emphasized by Claudius
image of cosmetic concealment, the harlots cheek, beautied with plastering art. The background of the scene,
however, is that Ophelia has been instructed to spy on him by Polonius and the King, who are hiding nearby.
He then proceeds to conquer the entire kingdom in a bloodless coup. In other words, he uses her but avoids
lying to her. This connection to divinity also gave them a somewhat longer leash, even protection, when they
transgressed the boundaries of accepted behaviour. Any type of essay. The ideas Pico della Mirandola refers to
is also called self-fashioning and suggests an ideal of personal freedom to fulfil ones potential as a human
being through education, sports, and moral virtues. Hamlet wishes nothing more to join his father in the great
beyond, but curses that he is forbidden to do so. Yet the means by which Laertes seeks revenge specifically,
complying with the Claudius treacherous plot against Hamlet positions the audience to regard Laertes rashness
as irresponsible and immoral. The only way he can adhere to these ideals, and not just run out and kill
immediately, is in the protection afforded by a mask of madness. Consequently, Hamlet obviously shows quite
a temper in this scene, but it is a far stretch to call him insane. Hamlet is, in my opinion, illustrative of the
transitioning times, in which human beings had to orient themselves in an increasingly inscrutable and
enigmatic world. In the end Hamlet became the thing that he despised most, a senseless murderer. Was justice
even possible? At that moment Fortinbras simply steps onto the scene and sees the entire royal family lay in
waste. In accordance with the disease imagery that denotes the moral corruption of Elsinore, Hamlet presents
himself as the doctor that can cure the out of joint times. It almost seems as if Hamlet takes leave of her love
because he knows it will not survive his simulated madness. For instance, he employs irony and whimsy to
fantasise on how even Alexander and Caesar may be reduced to dust stopping a bunghole. He has, however,
lost his father and his trust in his mother and Ophelia so there is quite a lot of reason for distress and bursts of
bad temper and tears. With the depiction of madness, both real and pretended, the tragedy shows how twisted
and sick such a world actually is, because there only madness is able to be truthful and adhering to these ideals
results in insanity or death, This essay puts forth a very bleak vision of the play and one might wonder if
Shakespeare really had such a pessimistic view of the rising humanism, which he himself was a part of? It is
rather unclear through out the play whether Claudius did indeed murder the king, and Hamlet constantly
postpones his scheme to gather more and more evidence. The contemplation of suicide arising from his
perceived shortcomings of the stale world introduces the significance of mortality and Christianity within the
play. But the brute reality of court does not subscribe to the ideal of truth. I, iv As madness in some sense is an
illness and decay of the mind, the imagery also serves to connect the theme of madness with the theme of
deceit in the play. Yet Hamlet has not lost his reason. The graveyard scene is another example of Shakespeares
adherence to the revenge tragedy form, in this case the scene culminating in Hamlets anagnorisis. He gets his
revenge, but all the ideals of humanism are crushed by Fortinbras. The crucial point here is that he does not
just seem as such, the play actually presents him as quite the perfect, heroic humanist.


